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About This Game

Outrage is a short cyberpunk dungeon crawler. You manage a team of vigilantes and must undertake various missions in the city
to strengthen your team and your cause in order to bring a powerful enemy to justice. However, you will not be able to

undertake every single mission and therefore have to choose them wisely.

Some missions will bring you valuable new gear or a new teammate, whilst others will give you useful intel or advantage in an
upcoming main story mission. In addition, most missions will affect your reputation, either positively or negatively.

Will you hunt down petty criminals and help the police or will you do questionable acts to further your own goals? Either path
can lead you to victory, but beware – your overall reputation will affect what happens in the end.

General Features:

Build a team of vigilantes and undertake missions in the city to deal your own brand of justice!

Choose your missions wisely, for you have a limited number of days between the main story tasks.

6 different vigilantes to choose from. Pick any 2 to start with and recruit the others as you progress through the story.
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Reputation system: Most missions either increase or decrease your reputation. With positive reputation, police will
tolerate you, whilst underground movements will despise you. Negative reputation does the exact opposite!

3 different endings, depending on your overall reputation in the endgame.

Customize your team with a large variety of weapons, armour, and add-ons

Semi-random rewards: Loot found in supply boxes and given upon quest completion will not be the same on every
playthrough.

3 difficulty modes: Casual, Normal, and Tough.

If you want to support this game and all my other past and future games further, please check out my patreon page below!
https://www.patreon.com/matthewashworth
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This game is terrible the camera glitch the parachute glitch 3D version is terrible
. Quick Game though fun and well made. Story was nice.. Gems of War + Fakemon!
Quite addictive if you play long enough.
I love everything about this match 3 attack game except this:
-No storyline??
-Why are side missions so difficult?
-How do I find my evolve materials? Is there a way to locate them earlier before accidentally using them to fuse my leader?
-No PvP?. I dont care about the negative reviews. I am enjoying it and i think its a decent game.

The only thing i want to mention that bothered me is the price, its a bit too high in my opinion.. I haven't read interactive novels
in many many years, so I don't have much to compare it to. But having just finished my first readthough I have to say I enjoyed
it immensely!
It's just so much more engaging when it's written for your perspective and you get to make, sometimes hard, choices!
And the choices matter!
With 9 different endings, I don't think I'll get around to find them all - but I'll see how readthrough number 2 goes.
Love it and have already bought another from the same company.. It's a very simple game, I watched a stream and was sold. It's
a fun shooter. I played enough time (8 hrs so far) that I think it was worth it.
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1. throw
2. slow
3. shoot

1 and 2 are optional
i feel like i experienced everything after my first round. also screen turns black when returning to home screen

Edit: Definitely looks promising, if the devs add some more levels and/or features. Right now it's too short though. Big Plus: the
devs approached me and asked me for my opinion, which I personally have never seen another studio do.. Original and
challenging!. Awesome and addictive race game! This game will really test your reflexes and once you started and reached a
certain amount of speed or score, you can't stop and want to try to beat your high score more and more :).
Although this game is in early access, I'd say it's almost bug free!. When I first tried playing Wolfenstein, 3 or maybe 4 years
ago, I did not like it. The opening of the game feels rushed. As in you're being told what to do with very little indication or
direction as to what it really is you're doing. I quit the game after less than 20 minutes of play and didn't pick it up again until
now here in 2019.

Once you get past the beach landing\/initial opening of the game, it gets much better. Playing this again feels like a Doom
prequel. The sound effects are similar. The gunplay is definitely the same. The weapons, although different, feel and interact the
same. However the core game is unique and varies from Doom. There's a level up system where you unlock progression by
playing the game, i.e. killing 50 people with a pistol gives you quicker reload speed.

Continuing to compare this with Doom: The story elements feel more fleshed out. The shooting levels aren't in your face,
running and gunning. You can run and gun, but you don't get rewarded for melee kills and you'll likely be cover shooting a lot.
There's even an option to stealth parts of levels. I'm not a big stealth fan, but the way the levels are designed, and troops are
placed, it's a bit of stealth-lite action, but in a fun way. Even though most of the stealth level sections were intentionally designed
to allow players to fumble a stealth win, it still makes you feel smug when you kill everyone without so much as an, 'alarm.'

The only real con to the game is the id Tech 5 engine, which is IMHO, the worst engine id ever produced. Textures have a
tendency to pop in, but it's not as noticeable as like, Rage 1. Even though I have the VRAM to max out the buffers I still see
textures pop in place when I spin around too fast. It takes all of 1\/4 of a second, but it's noticeable.

Overall, I really enjoyed this game. I'm very happy to have come back around to giving this game another try.. Imagine being so
beta that this game isn't in your steam library. Yeah, I can't imagine it either.. Aye a papa pizza game! My oh my what a long
tutorial, almost missed card night a Vinnys house. I came back to the game and opened my pizza joint like my father Papa
Johnnys and now buisness is booming! I had to shut down the shop for a few months after I puked all over the kitchen from the
font type. My biggest complaint is I cant change the type of dough, I mean what is this Dominos? I want to make deep dish,
cheese crust, buttered up and stuffed crust, but I get no options?! Papa Johnnys started his shop with a Deep Dish in 1983 and at
least he could use pepperoni! Lets make pizza simulators great again.

Great concept, better music, Papa Johnnys.. best horror game ever. just needs somewhat hard to find game and their discord
solves the problem to a degree. They should pay you to play it. Love this. Will there be a sequel?. I really like the idea of
connecting retro 8-bit game with nice 3D view.
The only thing I don't really love about this game is level design - sometimes it feels a bit... empty...
But my overall rate is 8/10
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